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Results

• Significant r-values with p < 0.05 indicate greater similarity with weak test 

matrices compared to strong test matrices

• Both males and females demonstrate overall moderate integration across strong 

test matrices

• Results indicate males may be slightly more similar to modular test matrices, 

especially in modules including competition, canine size, masticatory, and/or 

body size

Discussion
• It is unlikely for two skeletal traits to be completely independent from one 

another, this is demonstrated overall with random skewer tests for weak and 

strong matrices

• Results help support continuous traits hypothesis that multiple factors play a role 

in physical traits a species demonstrates

• There are combinations of integrated traits seen slightly more in males that may 

aid, or at one point evolutionarily may have aided, in competition and mastication

• Different patterns of correlation in males and females indicate sex-specific effects 

not only on traits but on their relationships to each other, likely through activity 

of regulatory genes and hormones that differ between males and females

Introduction
• Many primates exhibit sexual dimorphism, especially 

regarding tooth and jaw morphology and distinct selection 

pressures on male and females may contribute to this

• Kimock et al. paper on rhesus macaque dominance ranking 

suggests that sexual dimorphism of canine height and body 

size seen in males may be more indicative of evolutionarily 

lagged traits as study results showed that body size and 

canine height do not play a role in dominance rank

• Due to males and females sharing almost all their genetic

Methods
• Eight test matrices made including:

o Complete independence/Weak integration

o Complete integration/Strong integration

o One module matrices – masticatory or competitive

o Two module matrices – competitive or body size with masticatory

o Three-modules – canine size, body size, and masticatory

o Four modules – canine size, body size, post-canine tooth size, and jaw size

• “Skewers” test from R package “phytools” using 5000 simulations and 

method “unifcormat” used to minimize type I error

• Random skewers test performed on strong test matrices (values ranging 0 to 

1) and weak test matrices (values ranging 0.2 to 0.8) for males and females 

• Analyses performed in R version 4.2.1
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Male rhesus macaque

Materials
• Linear measurements (34 total) from the tooth 

crowns, mandible, humerus, and femur from 362 

rhesus macaques (183 females, 179 males) at the 

Caribbean National Primate Research Center

• Phenotypic correlation matrices estimated with age 

corrected data for males and females – mean 

centered continuous variables containing above 

traits

Dental measurements
UCH/LCH – C1/C1 height
UCMD/LCMD – C1/C1 length
UCBL/LCBL – C1/C1 breadth
UP3H/LP3H – P3/P3 height
UP3MD/LP3MD – P3/P3 length
UP3BL/LP3BL – P3/P3 breadth
UP4H/LP4H – P4/P4 height
UP4MD/LP4MD – P4/P4 length
UP4BL/LP4BL – P4/P4 breadth
UM1MD/LM1MD – M1/M1 length
UM2MD/LM2MD – M2/M2 length
UM3MD/LM3MD – M3/M3 length

Male hierarchical cluster Female hierarchical cluster

Males Females
Strong matrix (0s 

and 1s)
Weaker matrix 
(0.2s and 0.8s)

Strong matrix (0s 
and 1s)

Weaker matrix 
(0.2s and 0.8s)

Complete independence/Weak 
integration 0.453 0.626 0.433 0.606
Complete integration/Strong 
integration 0.451 0.508 0.447 0.496
One module - masticatory 0.408 0.535 0.409 0.529
One module – competitive 0.465 0.603 0.424 0.564
Two modules – competitive and 
masticatory 0.503 0.559 0.484 0.533
Two modules – body size and 
masticatory 0.385 0.565 0.409 0.568
Three-modules – canine size, 
body size, masticatory 0.488 0.560 0.481 0.546
Four modules – canine size, body 
size, post-canine tooth size, jaw 
size

0.608 0.660 0.593 0.649

Results of random skewers tests with 5000 simulations: Bolded r-values indicate values with p < 0.05

information, it can be assumed that fit males and females pass their “fit” genes 

to male and female offspring

• Testosterone, which is influenced by SRY gene on the Y chromosome, impacts 

body size, canine size, behavior, and jaw morphology in many primates including 

humans

• Males and females may exhibit the same patterns of correlation across their 

dental/jaw/postcranial traits based on the genetic similarities  

• Males and females may exhibit different patterns of correlation across their traits 

based on the different levels of regulatory hormones during development 

Measurements collected include 41, 62, 
26, 30, 31, 32, and 33. Images from 

Buikstra and Ubelaker, 1994.

Post-cranial measurements
DistHumAP – anteroposterior dimension of humeral condyle
DistHumML –mediolateral dimension of humeral condyle
DistFemAP – anteroposterior dimension of humeral condyle
DistFemML – mediolateral dimension of femoral condyles
Geomean – geometric mean of four post-cranial measurements

Mandibular measurements
X26 – corpus height at canine
X30 – ramus depth at occlusal plane
X31 – condyle to coronoid process depth
X32 – gonial angle to condyle height
X33 – gonial angle to mental eminence depth

Descriptions of dental, mandibular and post-cranial measurements collected.

Measurements in blue were 
collected from the dentition. 
Image from Hardin, 2020.
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Hierarchical clustering of male and female correlation matrices performed using the R package 
“corrplot”. In each case, the number of clusters was limited to k = 2.

Conclusions
• The results of this study can help us to better understand how groupings of traits 

are inherited in primates, including humans, and the genetic, environmental, and 

evolutionary factors that play a role

Abstract
It has been shown previously that many primates exhibit sexual dimorphism, especially regarding their dental and jaw morphology.
Knowing this, we estimated phenotypic correlation matrices and performed random skewer analyses to test and see if there are 
sets of traits that are more closely integrated in males than females using data from the Cayo Santiago rhesus macaques (Macaca 
mulatta). We collected linear measurements from the tooth crowns, mandible, humerus, and femur from 362 rhesus macaques 
(183 females, 179 males) at the Caribbean National Primate Research Center. Phenotypic correlation matrices containing thirty-
four tooth, jaw, and body size measurements were estimated separately for males and females and compared. Random skewers 
indicated greater similarity with weak test matrices (values ranging 0.2 to 0.8) compared to strong test matrices (values ranging 0 
to 1) for males and females. Such results are to be expected as it is unlikely for two skeletal traits to be completely independent 
from one another. It should be acknowledged that there is evidence of overall moderate integration in both males and females as 
seen with comparison to the stronger test. Results indicate that males may be slightly more similar to modular test matrices, 
especially those including modules for competition, canine size, masticatory, and/or body size. These results help to support the 
continuous trait hypothesis that multiple factors play a role in the traits a living organism displays. Further, results show that 
evolutionarily there are combinations of integrated traits in males that may aid in competition and mastication. Such results can be 
used to better understand how traits are inherited in primates and the multiple factors that play a role in this.

Distribution of traits in males and 
females in postcranial (top), 

canine (middle), and mandibular 
(bottom) measurements.


